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                                                 Disclaimer 
 
If you will have read this complimentary pdf e-book, and still unable to bed foreign/ out-
of-town women, then I believe it’s safe to say that your game completely sucks donkey 
balls, and you may actually need some serious help which is beyond a pick-up artist’s 
calling. 
 
However, I’m more confident that the average guy will begin to get laid after he’d read 
this concise e-book. 
 
*** 
 
 
                                     Preface Introduction 

 
This concise e-book will help you to garner the skill-set and mindset it takes to 
RAPIDLY seduce foreign/out-of-town girls. 
 
Opposed to a manual of routines, it’s more of a mindset on which to hone in. Instead of 
“what to say” and “how to say” it, it’s more like “what to look for and how to exploit it”. 
 
The “How to” insights in this manual, have been field tested, tried and proven over the 
years with a phenomenal-success rate by me. 
 
*** 

 

                      Who Are Foreign/Out-Of-Town Girls? 

 
When I say “Foreign”, I don’t solely mean a Korean on vacation in Canada, neither a 
French model in the Caribbean. 
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It’s any chick who’s unfamiliar to your town or country. That’s why I’ll use the term 
“Out- Of-Towner” a lot. 
 
A Floridian visiting NYC would be considered foreign or an out-of-towner [she’s 
obviously foreign to this new territory]. 
 
Same shit, same mentality, same seduction process required to pick her up. 
 
***                                                                                                                         
 
 
                              Foreign Girl’s Mindset 
 
Imagine if you were a stranger in another town (whether small or huge). 
 
You’d feel somewhat left out, out of the loop, not in the know, and also very receptive to 
finding where it’s happening at. 
 
After all, the main reason we go on vacation and travel is to explore, party and have fun 
[unless you’re an 80 year old hag. And even they frequent casinos to have fun gambling]. 
 
So, people in strange places are very receptive to going out, venue hopping and explore 
new places. 
 
This is where you (the PUA/Gamer) comes in as the home-town kid. You’ll become her 
proverbial tour-guide. 
 
*** 
                                                                                                                                             
                                Easy Same-Night Lay Prospects 
 
                              
The greatest aspect to seducing out-of-towners or tourists, is that most of them are super 
willing to go on insta-dates, since they’re already out and about anyways. Opposed to a 
local town girl who might be at the grocery store looking to buy pampers or food for the 
kids. 
 
Especially if these are foreign girls or tourists visiting, they most likely do NOT have a 
working-mobile phone. So number closing them would be pointless. 
 
These girl are NOT looking to exchange numbers in order to go on a cheesy date 4 days 
down the line. They are on borrowed time! So banging on the first day should be high on 
your priority list!! 
 
They will not put up real resistance to going on an instant date right away. 
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So let’s say you’d seen her and opened her at a clothing store. After the chat, instead of 
swapping numbers to go separate ways, suggest bouncing to a café, bakery, pizzeria, 
diner, restaurant or simply for a walk. 
 
*** 
                              
                                  
                                        Where Do I Hunt?  
 
 
*Go places and spots in your town that foreign girls may frequent and hang out. If there 
are no such place in your immediate vicinity: don’t be a lazy fucker!!! 
 
*Hop on a bus, metro or cab and commute to the nearest local where strangers might be. 
 
Most men who desire to bang exotic-foreign women, make the common mistake of not 
frequenting the right spots. 
 
There’s no sense in going to your local library in hope of running into a hot-Russian 
model, an exotic Caribbean dancer chick or Brazilian Samba dancer. 
 
*You have to throw the fucking fishing line in the right parts of the seas, which are: 
trinket and souvenir shops, beaches, beach bars, docks, piers (if you reside near a beach 
or costal town), local museum, historical sites, or anywhere which caters to travelers.  
 
*** 
 
 
                              How do I Spot An Out-Of-Town Girl? 
 
 
If you don’t know who’s who- simply ask! 
 
Not saying to approach every hot girl and say, “Hi, where are you from”[ although that’d 
be great for building cold-approach skills] ? 
Instead; 
 
*Feign the role of being unfamiliar with a certain place, event, etc. So in essence, you 
(the guy) will be playing the role of the out-of-towner. 
 
*Use a question opener as if looking for directions (works wonders in such a case): 
 
Me: “Hey, Im tryna find Rick’s donut shop around here. Hope you can direct me”. 
Obviously, if she’s unfamiliar with your town (i.e. she’s an out-of-towner or foreigner), 
she will reply with something like: 
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HB: “Lol Im not from around here neither, so I really couldn’t tell you where the donut 
shop is from the factory”. 
 
*Another simple indication to discern if she’s an out-of-towner /tourist /nomadic traveler, 
is obviously a strange accent [no shit!!]. Not pretty fucking difficult to spot a British- 
English accent in America or vice versa. 
 
So, once you’ve done your homework and found out that she’s an out-of-towner/ easy-
fuck prospect, the seduction process is 65% complete (opposed to a local bird, you 
would’ve only been 20% there). 
 
*** 
 
 
                   There Are 2 Types Of Traveling Chicks [Cougar MILF] 
 
 
A.) MILF/ Cougar looking to have fun. 
 
This type is possibly the easiest to bang [and it has nothing to do with desperation and 
biological clock ticking- contrary to popular belief]. 
 
I’m a known MILF-Hunter. I enjoy shagging down with hot mamas who have tons of 
sexual experience in the sack. 
 
These types are usually career-women, divorcees, married, widowed or separated from 
their husbands. They’re also super flirty in field. They dish out SOI’s (Signs Of  Interest) 
as if going out of style! And they’re not bashful about KINO’ing you (touching and 
tapping playfully). 
 
These types frequent casinos and bars a lot. Very rarely you’d see them at hip nightclubs, 
unless out with family or friends. 
 
*** 
          
              There Are 2 Types Of Traveling Chicks [Mardi-Gras Type] 
 
 
B.)Wild Mardi-Gras Type 
 
These types are very easy to bang also. It’s actually a toss-up between the MILF and 
Mardi-Gras Type as to which is easier to shag. Both are out to have fun, get laid and 
move on. 
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This type generally doesn’t frequent bars and casinos. Unlike the MILF/ Cougar, she 
loves going to nightclubs alone or with her girls (locals or fellow traveler). 
 
*** 
 
                  
                 Out-Of-Towners Are Extremely Easy To Bang 
 
 
I say this without an ounce of uncertainty!!! 
 
As a Pick-Up Artist who’d focused his Game solely on seducing foreigners and out-of-
towners (plus travels globally), I can attest to the fact that they’re the easiest to fuck! Not 
because Joe Blow said it; because I said so!! 
 
What makes them so easy to bed, as opposed to locals who are already familiarized with 
the terrain (your town)? 
 
The fact that they have nothing to look back to in that town: no kids, family, work, etc. 
 
Maintaining a good reputation and self-respect fly right out the window when women 
travel. 
 
*One is more likely to commit indecencies in unfamiliar places than his or her own. 
Likewise, a girl is more likely to let her pussy run a muck in an un-familiar town than she 
would in her hometown. The most prudish and saintly of women are prone to becoming 
low-class whores while on vacation or visiting other places. 
 
*She will leave her good standings and morals at home (where her reputation actually 
counts). However, while on the road; she has neither reputation nor anyone to be wary of 
(immediate family, her boss, kids, local pastor, husband, boyfriend, etc.). 
 
Knowledge of this makes her easily seducible. 
 
*** 
                              
                                         2 Sample-Approach Openers 
 
 
*[Spot the HB-Traveler at a local café] 
 
Me: “You know what’s so strange about European girls? Y’all always stand out in a 
crowd literally. You realize that”? 
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*Note: You must smile more than usual to disarm her and allay her fears of you being 
some predator or someone scheming to whisk her away in this strange town. 
 
Me: “Hey, you seem like a local. I’m looking for Jimmy’s Art Gallery. Where can I 
find”? 
 
*Note: Jimmy’s Art Gallery does not have to exist. Remember; you are pretending as 
though you’re unfamiliar with a certain spot, and you’re seeking directions from a local.  
 
*She’s 100% likely to reply with something like, “Lol oh Im new here, so I wouldn’t be 
able to tell you”. 
 
After she say that (or whatever response), stack forth on the subject of being strangers, 
needing to find that art gallery. 
 
Or 
 
You routine stack (change subject) to the standard: “Ok cool, I’m Kenny by the way 
[shake hands]. 
 
***                                  
                                 Become Her Tour-Guide 
 
 
A great routine or persona to adopt for snagging foreign girls, tourists and out-of-
towners, is ‘the tour-guide”. 
 
I do this all the time whenever I know that I’m dealing with a girl who’s unfamiliar here: 
be it at airports, seaports, bus stops, railways, tourist spots, wherever… 
 
But by all means: Avoid opening as though you’re selling her something or trying to 
hustle her like they do in India or Egypt! 
 
People who travel are very wary and keen to this. So whatever you do chose to open 
with; make sure your tone is less animated and your overall demeanor is slowered and 
chilled (but smile more). 
 
High-energy openers would startle her and scare the shit out of people who aren’t that 
familiar with a new town. 
 
*** 
 
 
                               Suggest To Her An Insta-Date 
 
*As chapter 3 stated, they will be totally receptive to going on instant dates. 
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*After you’d approached and opened her, chatting her up… 
 
*Tell her to simply accompany you on a mini walk around town. 
 
*Suggest taking her to a nearby museum, local zoo, etc. 
 
*Tell her that this town has the best pizza or ice cream in the world, and that y’all should 
go get a bite right now around the corner before they sell out [in an exaggerated, light-
hearted tone of course]. 
 
*Suggest taking her to the park to feed the pigeons. 
 
*A little further down in the chat, ask her about her stay in town, as far as what she’s 
looking forward to: site seeing, checking out historical sites, party, relax ,etc. Then 
become her tour-guide essentially (as the previous chapter advised). 
 
*By all means: do NOT opt for getting her phone number in hopes of calling her days 
later or on the weekend. She is highly fuckable tonight!!! 
  
*** 
                           She Is DTF Same Night (SNL) 
 
 
As I unabashedly stated in the previous chapter: she is fuckable tonight. DTF as a Jersey 
Shore girl! 
 
*All the other psychological reasons which deter a girl from fucking on the same night; 
she will have already taken care of those. 
 
*Since she’s essentially a person in transit, the little things which cause chicks to flake on 
guys would be a virtual non issue. 
 
Meaning, her legs would be shaved already (since she’s traveling and must be well-
groomed), her hair done perfectly to suit her, mani’ and pedicure taken care of, pussy 
well-shaven, hotel room cleaned and acceptable for guests (like you),etc. 
 
So she has ZERO plausible reason to flake on you or to not want to fuck on the same 
night. 
 
In my experience, 90% of the out-of-town girls I’d lain, happened on the same day/night 
of meeting her!! The remaining 10% occurred the following night. 
 
Guys, you have to understand that these girls are NOT looking marriage, relationship, nor 
anything long-term (and you’d be an ass if that’s what you desire). These chick are 
looking for something instantaneous!!!  
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Instant cock and leave!!! 
 
*** 
                                  
                                  My Hot Cousins Are Living Proof  
 
 
Usually in the summers, relatives of mines from New York City would come down to the 
Caribbean on vacation (for a week or 2). The superficial excuse is “just to get away”. But 
beneath the surface, my hot female cousins are really traveling in order to get their 
uninhibited fuck on (which they won’t risk at home). 
 
How do I know this tangent? They fucking tell me LOL!!! 
 
One of them said to me (as she was feeling frustrated that guys weren’t privy to “travelers 
are easy to bang”), “Find me a friend for me to fuck right now”!!! 
 
She’s super hot by the way (an HB9.5)!! But the guys who had the balls to approach her 
(at the club), weren’t aiming for a quick lay (SNL). They were giving off the “I wanna 
get to know you and become your boyfriend” signal. So their sole purpose was to just get 
the # and take it slow [SMFH]. Despite my cousin saying to them, “Im not gonna be here 
long…Im leaving in 2 days”. Guys would take that as a rejection opposed to an 
encouragement to plow a bit for the easy bang. 
 
Irony is, most men (AFC’s) are totally oblivious to this hidden truth. 
 
*** 
 
 
                       What Happens Out-Of-Town, Stays Out-Of-Town 
 
 
A great yet obscure motivator to out-of-town girls giving up the pussy on the first night 
or two, is that she innately knows that what she does in this new town: stays there. 
 
Believe me, she has a boyfriend back home. Make no mistakes about it. 
 
She has a boyfriend, husband, stable home, stable job… 
 
Whatever it is she has at home: it will not affect her decision to fuck like a wanton whore 
while out of town. 
 
Forty percent of out of town girls whom I laid were married!!! 
 
They never hid the fact since I presented myself as a guy who doesn’t judge. But it still 
didn’t prevent them from shagging down with a PUA bastard like myself LOL. 
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Why not? 
 
Because it doesn’t count as long as it’s not in her hometown. 
 
*** 
 
 
                                        Seduction Glossary 
 
*AFC (Average Frustrated Chump): An average guy who doesn’t know much about 
seducing women 
 
*Cold Approach: Randomly approaching and meeting women 
 
*DTF (Down To Fuck ): A girl who’s ready and receptive for sexual intercourse) 
 
*Flake: To stand up someone or not show up to a date or meet-up 
 
*HB (Hot Babe): Any typical girl who has a hot body and or hot face 
 
*Insta-Date (Instant Date): A sporadic date which wasn’t planned. 
 
*KINO: Touching, caressing and getting physical with the girl 
 
*MILF (Mom I’d Love To Fuck): Usually a woman over the age of 35 who has kids 
 
*Number Close: To get a girl’s phone number 
 
*Open: To initiate a conversation with a girl 
 
*Opener(s): A comment or question as to break the ice for a conversation 
 
*Plow: To double down, to go harder, be resolute and continue to seduce the girl 
 
*PUA: Pick-Up Artist 
 
*SNL: Same Night Lay (One Night Stand) 
 
*SOI (Sign Of Interest): Just as an IOI, subtle signs a woman will give off to show 
interest in a guy 
 
*Stack Forth: A seduction community concept meaning to continue a conversation 
 
*Target: A girl (in whom you’re interested) 
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                                                       Author’s Bio 
 
Socialkenny has been a member of the seduction/PUA community for many years. 
Just as any other member, he started out as an AFC (Average Frustrated Chump) student 
who lacked skills in picking up hot women (on a consistent basis). 
 
A former internet-junkie loser without a clue of how to get laid, dates nor a girlfriend. 
Mired knee deep in frustration, he randomly decided to google, “Why don’t women like 
nice guys”? He then stumbled upon the pick-up community, which became a life-altering 
moment where women, sex and dating and lifestyle was concerned. 
 
Through devoted commitment, study and application of what he’d learned over the years, 
he’s now advanced to become a PUA instructor based in the Caribbean via New York 
City. 
 
A classic example of loser to winner, avoided to desired, sex-less to sex-weary… 
 
If he can do it; the average loser can too!!! 
 
His PUA (Pick-Up Artist) blog http://kennyspuathoughts.wordpress.com/ 
 
Follow him on Twitter: http://twitter.com/Socialkenny 
 
Subscribe to his Youtube channel for tutorial videos on seducing women: 
http://youtube.com/user/Socialkenny/videos  
 
Listen to, or download episodes of his interesting-PUA podcast show in iTunes: 
http://itunes.apple.com/ag/podcast/socialkenny-pua-podcast-ep/id535603929 
 
*** 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


